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ABSTRACT 

This study investigated the correlation between need for achieve

nent and empathy. A saq,le of 68 undergraduate and graduate students 

in psydlology at a small Southern university were given French's Test 

of Insight and Carkhuff's Index of Discrimination. The findings 

indicate that there was very little correlation between need for 

achievement and empathy as measured by these two tests. Findings would 

seem to suggest that variables previously ascribed to both high 

empathizers and lOtl achievers are possibly not i111>ortant variables in 

each since the correlation between need for achievement and empathy was 

negligible in this study. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent studies (Carkhuff, Kratochvil, and Friel, 1968; Carkhuff, 

1969) have shCJt1n th at the more training counselors receive the less 

e111>athic they become. During this investigator's involvement in his 

graduate program it was his st.bjective impression that as people became 

nnre achievement-oriented they became less empathic. Si nee Carkhuff's 

study had found that empathy level does decrease with nnre training, 

this investigator dedded to test his own st.bjective hypothesis that 

need for achievement (nAch) and empathy are inversely related. 

Previous research (Clark, 1948; McClelland, Atkinson, Clark, 

Lawell, 1953; French, 1958) has investigated the variation of the level 

of nAch in different situations; hawever, there appear to be few studies 

which i nves ti gate the re lati onshi p of nAch and empathy. 

Defi ni ti ons 

As used in this study, need for achievement is defhed as the need 

for the attainment of a standard of excellence (French, 1958). French's 

Test of Insidlt (1958) was used to determine the different levels of 

nAch. This test is based on the assu!l1'tion that those individuals who 

have hig, needs will tend to interpret the behavior of others in the 

ds ( F ch 1958) It was chosen because 1 t was design-
same tern6 of nee ren , • 

ed to measure the nAch as this investigator chose to define it. 

1 1 d fi ni ti on of eff1)athy was nnre di ffi cult to 
H<Mever, an ope rat ona e 

. 11 "as if" re 1 ati onsh i P, understanding someone 
find. Empathy 1 mp es an -

r own This concept is expressed in 
else's feelings as if they were you • 
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the Bible where man is 1~1ored to .. 1 ove thy nei ~bor as thyself" 
(Leviticus 19:18) . The same "as if" 

- Pri nciple is expressed in the 
rabbinic maxim found in Mishnah Avoth 2._ 5, 

"Do not judge your fellow un-
til you have come into his place 11 (Katz 1963) . 

' , . The lnduns have a 
similar belief which involves notpassin j d 9 u gment on someone until you 
have walked a mile in his moccasins A pres t d • · en ay song,,r1 ter has 

altered this to "Walk A Mile In My Shoes," and most people probably 

define empathy as simply 11putti ng yourself ;n someone else's shoes. 11 

The investigator chose the fo11<7fling definition as representative 

of what empathy refers to in this study: E~athy is 11 
••• the tendency 

of a person to perceive another's feelings, thoughts, and behavior as 

similar to his <Mn. Ylen another has empathy tOt1ardyou he understands 

exactly hCM you feel and what you mean. At a 10tl level of empathy the 

person indicates he is not interested or 1s interested but unable to be 

aware of your feelings. At a hi~ level of eff1'athy the message 'I am 

with you' is clear. The person's remarks fit just ri~t with what you 

are feeling at the moaent" (Payne & Gralinski , 1968, p. 518). 

Many individuals (Freud, 1957; Chance & Meaders, 1960; Katz, 1963) 

have been concerned with the causes of the fluctuation of empathy. The 

explanation of this fluctuation varies depending, in part, on whether 

one feels that eq,athic abiliey is innate or learned or a cont>ination of 

the two. Freud (1957) saw empathy and identification as being 

synonymous and empathy could be explained as a feeling of similarity 

with someone. He further explained that our similarity (empathy) exists 

a similarity in someone else. 
only when our ego identifies with or sees 

wh n our ego ceased to note 
Therefore our empathy would decrease e 
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similarities with the other individual A d" 
• ccor 1ng to Katz (1963) this 

cognitive approach often causes di ffi cul ti es because stereotyped images 

often produce superficial empathic responses. 

Several individuals (Mead, 1934; Moreno, 1953; Carkhuff, 1969) 

state that effl)a th ic skill is more than just coqnitive, that it is also 

emotional. This corrbination is referred to as empathic understanding. 

George Mead (1934) described e~athy as a communication skill, 

exp l ai ni ng th at it was more th an just a cognitive ski 11 and ; mp lying 

that empathy is learned. He stated the follONing about one's eJll)athic 

understanding of another individual, "We feel with him and we are able 

so to feel ourselves into the other because we have, by our own 

attitude, aroused in ourselves the attitude of the person we are 

assisting (1934, p. 299). 11 

According to Katz (1963), the anthropologist Redfield made a 

statement similar to Mead's. Redfield felt that the key to understand

ing others was experiencing similar emotions, or as Katz interprets 

Redfield, "In order to knON what a Zuni Indian is ashamed of, one must 

first know what it means to be ashamed (p. 56)." 

This investigator was l·nterested in measuring empathy as Redfield 

(Katz, 1963)' Mead (1934), and Payne and Gralinski (1968) describe it. 

Carkhuff's Index of Discrimination (1969) with accompanying scales 

focuses on this type of empathy measure. 



CHAPTER I I 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Sorre studies (Carkhuff, Kratochvil, and Friel, 1968; Carkhuff, 

1969) have found that an individual's empath 1 1 
d 

Y eve ecreases as he 
receives nnre counselor training This deer b · fl · ease may e 1 n uenced by 

certain personality characteristics the individual possesses (Truax, 

1970 ; Carkhuff, 1969; Bergin and Soloman, 1963; Vesprani, 1968), by 

the training he receives (Kleiner, 1970; Hungerman, 1970), or possibly 

by the attitude with \'Jhich he enters the program (Miles, 1960; Chance 

and Meaders, 1960). Carkhuff explains that professional training 

prograrr5 often do not consider some of the follCMing characteristics 

\'lhen chaos i ng their candidates: de11Dns trati on of concern for others, 

their tolerance of people whose values are different from their own, a 

healthy regard for self, a shCM of warmth and sensitivity for others, 

and/or their capacity for empathy. Most prograll'6 select candidates on 

the basis of grade-point average (GPA) and performance on the Graduate 

Record Examination. HO'lever, as Carkhuff notes, sorre studies (Allen, 

1967; Carkhuff, Piaget, and Prince, 1968) have sho.·m that one's level of 

functioning as a counselor bears little relation to one's GPA. Carkhuff 

feels certain personality d1aracteristics have a bearing on one's 

counseling ability. 

Truax (1970) seems to agree \vith Carkhuff, believing that certain 

. . ld b sent before a candidate enters personality character1st1cs shou e pre 

th t past research suggests i nto a training program. He states a 
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th at i ndivi duals who are l CM in anxi et de . 
:Y, press 1 on, and 1 ntrovers 1 on, 

as well as being strong, striving dominant ti d , , ac ve an autono111>us are 

more 1 i Ice ly to h•ve natural therapeutic or interpersonal ski 11. 

Some research (Bergin & Solomon, 1963; Vesprani, 1968) has found 

certain personality characteristics significantly related to accurate 

eff1)athy (AE) as measured by the Truax (1963) empathy scale. Bergin & 

Solonnn (1963) investigated personality characteristics as measured by 

the Minnesota Multi phasi c Personality Inventory (t,t,1PI) and the Ec:Mards 

Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) of candidates in a post-internship 

counse 1 i ng program. They found the Depression ( D) and Psych as thenia 

(Pt) scales on the MMPI to be negatively and significantly correlated 

with AE. On the EPPS, the Consistency, Order, and Intraception scales 

were found to be negatively and s i gni fi cantly re lated to empathy. 

while the Dominance and Olange scales were positively and significantly 

related to AE. This study seefl6 to be part of the research on which 

Truax has based his conclusion. However, a 1 ater study by Vesprani 

(1968), which atte111>ted to cross-validate Bergen and Solonnn's study 

using a different population. found Change to be negatively and 

significantly related to AE thou~ it did support the previous fi ndings 

concerning the D and Pt scales. 

Some studies (Kleiner. 1970; Hungennan, 1970) support an opposing 

i . 1 s a lll)re important part in viewpoint suggesting that tra n1ng P ay 
set of personality cnaracterist

acquiring an e111>athic ability than any 
th lower empathy levels, train-

ics. Kleiner (1970) has fou nd th at. at e 
'able in learning eq:,athic connunication 

i ng was a nore i111>ortant var, 
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than any personality characteristic H 
· <Mever, he points out that this 

~ not be true at higher levels of emn th 
"'t'a Y • Hungerman (1970) also 

concludes that empathy may be a skill th th 
a as to be learned rather 

than an ability related to any set of personality dynamics. 

H<Mever, there are also some studies (Miles, 1960; Oiance & 

Meaders, 1960) which found that the attitude which the trainee has when 

he enters the training program affects his ability to become more 

empathic• Mi 1 es ( 1960) found th at the people in human relations train

ing who were most interested in learning nore about people actually 

learned the least. A study by Olance & Meaders (1960) sh<Med that 

those individuals who were most psychologically-minded were actually 

the least sensitive towards people, psychological-mindedness referring 

to "the degree to which an individual is interested in, and responsive 

to, the inner needs, notives, and experiences of others. 11 Slllith (1966) 

offers two hypotheses as to why this nri ~t happen: Fi rs t, these 

individuals quite likely overlook significant facts, looking rather for 

some hidden i~ulse, and leading to feelings based on projection rather 

than reality. Second, people who are psychological ly-nrinded possibly do 

not wish deep involvement with others but prefer, rather, to protect 

their own self-es teem. 

As stated earlier, the variations in empathic ability in counselor 

training oould be related to certain training techniques or they 1111.Y be 

related to, and possibly affected by, certain personality character

istics. In reviewing the literature concerning empathy, this author 

ct ristics of individuals who 
found certain similarities in the chara e 

wh re low in need for 
were h1~ in e~athic ability and th05 e O we 
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achievement. This led to the hypothesis that there might be a relation

ship between empathy and nAch. Sidman (1 968) 
and Kleiner (1970) both 

reported a positive relationship be1ween an individual's willingness to 

help and Ms empathic ability while a study b Sch , y wartz, et al, (1969) 

found that slbjects who were nnre likely to help in group decision-

making were low in nAch though high in need for affiliation. Sidman 

(1968) found that more empathic slbjects were likely to help others 

11Dre frequently and more appropriately. In searching for possible 

reasons for this, Sidman discovered that the llllre empathic slbjects had 

a more varied background in stress experiences, had llllre success in 

dealing with stress, and were significantly less defensive than low 

eff1)ath i zers. Kleiner ( 1970) found that the frequency that a person 

reported others came to him for help significantly correlated with that 

i ndi vi dua 1 's empathic abili 1;,y. It would appear, based on the studies 

stated above, that the helping person 1s high in empathic m>ility and 

low in nAch. 

Friedman (1950) examined the backgrounds of college men with vary

ing needs for achievement. This study suggests that college men who had 

high nAch scores saw their parents as unfriendly, unhelpful, and 

unsuccessful. The college men who had l<M nAch scores sa, their parents 

as helpful• nurturant, friendly, and successful. Al thou;, their parents 

were not tested for a corresponding 1 evel of empathy• it would seem that 

the parents described by the college males with lOri nAch scores were 

.b db the college males with the 
more empathic th an the parents des cn e Y 

i F iedman's study, McClelland (1953) 
hig, nAch scores. In evaluat ng r 

Out of independence in early life. Winter
concluded that nAch develops 



bottom ( 1953) found a s imt 1 ar 1 ti 
re a onship between independence and 
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nAch, noting that teacher ratings of eleme t , 
n ary boys independence and 

pleasure in success were s igni fi cantly related to the boys' nAch. 

A study by Chance & Meaders in 1960 {Smith, 1966) stated that 

independence was one character trait of 1 ..... em th• Th 
"'" pa 1 zers . ey found the 

follai1ing differences in character traits between low and high 

empathizers: L«M empathizers were expressive, dominating, independent, 

aloof, cool, and aggressive, while hi~ empathizers were inhibited, sli>

missive, dependent, gregarious, wann, and unaggressive. Such traits as 

s ubmi ss i veness , dependence, and unaggress iveness suggest a rather 1 ow 

orientation toward any need for achievement .tlile independence, which 

Winterbottom ( 1963), McClelland (1953) and Friedman (1950) found was a 

trait of those high in nAch, is associated with those low in empathy. 

However, it is noted that Truax's study (1970) found that individuals 

who were dominant, s tri vi ng, active, and autonomous were 111>re 1 i ke ly to 

develop into eq>athi c counselors in a training program. 

Other research (Sfnons, 1966; Fidelman, 1960; Ke111>, 1962; 

Melchiskey and Wittmer, 1970) found that individuals who are close-mind

ed, or hi~ ly dogmatic, ff nd 1 t difficult to be understanding or 

eq>athi c. Mel chis key and Wittmer ( 1970) also found that i ndhi duals who 

rejected T-group experience were close-minded and significantly h1 ~er 

t d this type of experience. They conclude in nAch than 1nose who accep e 

that the close-minded individual appears to be defensive towards new 

fo i di vi duals high in nAc:h are likely to 
expert ences, and that there re n 

perience and will also find it 
react unfavorably to a T-gro~ ex 

difficult to be eq,athic. 
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There also seems to be d' ff . 
a 1 erence 1 n both empathy and nAch 

levels depe
nd

ing on the sex of the individual. Veroff (1950) found that 

adolescent boys show significantly increased nAch in ego-involveRnt 

situations while adolescent girls do not. Conversely, Bell ante ( 1970) 

found .that girls are significantly more e~athic than boys. 

An individual's self-concept is another variable that has been 

found to be related to nAch (Wasser, 1971, Hal/ken, 1970) and to empathy 

(Bellante, 1970). Studies investigating the relationship between nAch 

and self-concept (Wasser, 1971; Hawken, 1970) are conflicting in nature. 

Wasser was unable to find any rel ati onshi p between achievement and 

self-concept while Hawken found that boys who were hi~ in nAch had hi~

er self-concepts than boys lOrl in nAch. Considering that Bellante 

(1970) found a significant positive relationship at the .001 level 

between e111p1thy and self-concept in 15-18 year-olds, it would appear 

that through the coll'4)arison to a third variable, self-concept, that 

those high in nAch would also be high in empathy. 

Another study (Berlew, 1961) directly investigated the relationship 

between empathy and nAch as measured by TAT data (McClelland, et al, 

1953). Berlew found that subjects who were moderately nuti vated would 

'ther high or low in nAdl. be more empathic than those who were el 



CHAPTER I II 

METHOD 

~ Sanple 
The s amp 1 e used i n th · 

ls study consisted of 71 undergraduate and 
qraduate students enrolled in thre - e psyd1ology 
Su111Jrer Quarter, 1972, 

courses during the 
at Austin Peay St t u . . a e m vers 1 ty, Clarksville, 

Tennessee . The students were asked b th 
Y e cl ass room professor to 

cooperate with the i nves ti gator a oraduate t d . . 
' ·· s u ent working on h1s 

Master's thesis. In each of the three clas th 
ses ere was total parti ci-

pation, although students who were · 
.1 n roore than one of the classes 

participated only once. 

Hypothesis 

For the purpose of this study the hypothesis was stated in the nul 1 

form and the .0!; level of significance was used for rejection. The 

hypothesis as stated in the null fonn is that there is no relationship 

bet\-1een a person's need for achieveirent and his empathic ability. 

Des cri pti on of the Instruments 

The investigator chose Carkhuff's Index of Discrimination (1969) to 

rreasure errpathy since it corrbined both affective and cognitive inform

ation in its rreasurement of empathy. This test contains 16 short 

vignettes, each having four possible responses. Carkhuff has evaluated 

and rated each of the responses based on their facilitative qualities. 

This rating scale has five levels with level one representing the l°"'est 

level of empathy and level five the hi<jlest, with level th ree represent

ing the minimal level of facilitative interpersonal functioning 

(Ca rkh uff, 1969 ). This index was originally designed to select 
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prospective helpers by assessing their ab111 . 
zy to dis cn 1111 nate effective 

helping responses. The ratings assigned 
were found to be consistent 

with those assigned by two expert raters h 
1w O demonstrated good predict-

ative validity in previous studies. 
1 

French's Test of Insi $1lt (1958) is a projective test which measures 

an individual's nAch. The stimuH in this test are verbal statements 
I 

rather than pictures. This test assumes that individuals who are 

success-oriented will interpret material with goal-oriented responses 

while those who merely fear failure will reply in defensive tenrs 

(French, 1958, p. 243). This assuq,tion is supported by the results of 

McClelland and his co-worker's (1953) research. An earlier stucty 

(McClelland & Liberman, 1949) had ShO'ln that persons with low nAch 

scores are nore concerned with avoiding feelings of failure. For the 

purpose of this study the investigator has chosen McClelland's (1953) 

and French's (1958) definition of need for achievement (ex>mpetition 

against a standard of excellence) for scoring the test items for AI. 

Since French's Test of Insight seems to yield productive responses 

which may be scored in a relatively d>jective manner, the investigator 

chose it for d>taining the subjects I nAch score. 

Administration and Scoring 

French's Test of Insioot and Carkhuff's Index of Discrimination 

- - t t dents enrol led in psycho-were given to 71 undergraduate and gradua e s u 

logy courses for the Sumner Session, 1972, at Austin Pe~ State 

University, Clarksville, Tennessee. 
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Instructions for the Index of Di . . 

- - scr1m1nation were printed in the 
test booklet and were also read i 1 n c ass. Because his directions are 
oriented to counsel or trainees and th. 

, ls test was being given to a 
much broader population, the following inst • ruct1ons were used instead 
of tho,se printed in Carkhuff's book (1969 ) 

, pp. 114-115. The 
instructions given were: "F 11 · 0 OWlng are 15 short expressions of 

prob le116. They were made by people who sought th h 1 e e p of another 

person in a tine of need. Included with each problem is a list of 

four possible responses. From this list choose the response which~ 

feel you would rrost likely make if someone were telling this problem 

to you." Because of the more general population, the term "counselor" 

in excerpt 13 was d1anged to "person" and excerpt 16 was omitted 

completely. 

The fo 1 lowing instructions were not written but were given verb

ally before the testing began. "On French's Test of Insight you may 

write your answer in the test booklet. On the other test please note 

that there are actually only 15 proble116 and not 16 as written in the 

instructions. On this test there are no correct responses. Each of 

the responses given mi~t be used as a response to this problem. The 

emphasis then is on your choosing the response which best fits what 

you might reply. Please use the answer sheet provided to mark your 

answers for this test, and please do not mark in the test booklet. 
11 

d three tests had to be dis carded due 
When the tests were score 

to omitted itell6. Therefore only 68 subjects were included in the 

final analysis. 
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Since Carkhuff has already provided . 
. a rat1ng scale for eadl of 

the four poss1ble answers for all 
of the 15 excerpts, these tests were 

scored by assigning the rating th at c 
o rres ponded to the s lb j ect 's 

response. The total of these 15 scores 
was the ra,, score for empathy. 

Each of the ten ite"6 in French's T 
~ of lnsi~t were scored for 

having ac:h i evement imagery ( one point giv ) . . 
en or not hav1ng actnevement 

imagery (zero points given}. The maximum r~ . 
..... score on th1s test could 

be 10 and the minimum zero. Achievement-oriented responses were judged 

to be those matching McClelland's definition of competition with a 

standard of excellence (1953, pp. 115-119). This would include any 

reference to h <M we 11 a task was done ( ~od, better, best), reference 

to a unique accomplishment, or reference to long-term involvement (sudl 

as a profession). French's scoring outline (1958, p. 246) was used 

also in that reference to the desire for a goal, listing of personal 

qualifications for goal attainment (Example - "leadership ability"), and 

reference to goal attainment (similar to McClelland's unique acco~lish

ment category) were scored as AI. Statements were scored for AI only if 

they contained responses which exp 11 ci tly fit in the aforementioned 

categories taken from McCl e 11 and and French. Negative statements were 

not scored as AI since McClelland (1955) has stated that fear of failure 

is a characteristic of la« nAch. Since French's test lends to state

ments hig1 in need for affiliation, the investigator was also careful 

in the scoring to differentiate between need for affi 1 i ati on and need 

ts express an i ndi vi dua 1 's 
for achievement. Need for affiliation statemen 

. . 1 lati onshi ps (French, 1958) • 
need for warm and supporting 1nterpersona re 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Results 

The Pearson Product-Moment technique \·1as 
used to canpute the 

correlation coefficients. The rift,./ sc 
ores on French's ~ of Insight 

were used for need for achievement and th 
, e raw scores on Carkhuff's 

~ of Dis cri mi nation ~,ere used for empathy. 

The rrean score for the test on e"""athy was 40.3, with a standard 

deviation of 6.7. The mean score for nAch on French's Test of Insight 

\'las 3.66, with a standard deviation of l 72 The correl t · ff' . • . a , on coe , c-

ien twas found to be -.001. Approximately 87 percent of the sample 

scored \•Jithin a range of 2-6 on the nAd, test with the full range being 

0-8 and the possible range 0-10. 

Dis cuss ion 

TI1e correlation coefficient ben-,een nAch as measured by French's 

Test of Ins i 11t, and empathy as rreas ured by the Index of Dis cri mi nation 

was -.001. This failed to reject the null hypothesis which stated there 

is no relationship between nAch and empathy at the .05 level of 

s i gni fi cance. 

The results of this study seem to raise some questions. McClelland 

(1953) and Winterbottom (1953) found that independence was an important 

variable in nAch. a1ance & Meaders (1960) stated that independence was 

an i fll)ortant ch aracteris tic of i ndi vi duals who were 1 <M empath i zers · If 

this is the case, one would expect a larger negative correlation between 

. ti ve instrument and a wider 
nAch and empathy than - .001. A nnre sens 1 
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safll)l e mi g1t increase this 1 • 

re at1onship but it w ld 
ou probably not make 

it significant. 

The conclusion that the helpin 
g person appears to be hi h i 

. ab·1· g n 
empath1c 1 lty but low in nAdl, based . 

on the stud1es by Sidman (l9GB) 
Kleiner (1970), and Sdlwartz, et al (1969) ' 

, was not sup ported by this 
study. Of course it is possible that the h l i . . 

e P ng person 1s h1gher in 
empathic ability than the non-helping person but st1•11 t . 

no as empath1 c 
as the counselor trainee. The levels of "high" em th" b"l· pa 1 c a , 1 ty 1 n 

these studies are probably related to the sample from \-Jhich they are 

taken. 

This study did not find that subjects significantly hiq,er in nAch 

were necessarily lower in empathy, as Meldliskey and \ii ttmer (1970) had 

found. The fact that the present study found that those high in nAch 

are not necessarily low in empathic ability possibly lends credence to 

the results of the studies done by Miles (1960) and Chance & Meaders 

(1960) who found that the subject's attitude when he entered training 

proqrans affected his chances of becoming more empathic. Then one could 

explain the results obtained by Melchiskey and Wit~r on the basis that 

the swject 's attitudes affected their efT1)athy level. This study 

supports Berlew's findings (1961) which found that an individual who has 

a rather high or rather 1()-1 nAd1 does not necessarily have a Predictable 

corresponding level of effl)athic ability. However, it does not concur 

with his results which sh<Med that swjects who were moderately motivat-

·th high or lc,,1 in nAch. 
ed were more empath; c th an those \'#ho were el er 

d t be positively and 
An individual's self-concept has been foun ° 

1 (B llante 1970) and also 
significantly related to his eq,athy leve e ' 
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h;q1er ;n those indi viduals with hicjler 

. . nAch levels (Hawkin, 1970). 
The apparent pos1t1ve relationship bet 

ween nAch and e~athy was not 
supported by this study. HCMever there 

. . , was already some question about 
the relat1onsh1p between nAch and self 

. -concept (Wasser, 1971) • and the 
samples on wh1ch the studies were conducted 

were also quite different in 
many respects, including the population from which th 

ey were taken. 
Katz ( 1963) pointed out that the danger in e thi i . mpa z ng w1 th someone 

is that one mi ~t find himself i denti fyi ng with them d th f , an ere ore los-

ing his independence. If someone has a rather low self-concept, they 

might be hesitant to identify ( empathize) with someone for fear of 

1 os i ng th i s i ndependence. This mi g1 t be a poi nt worthy of future 

i nves ti gati on. 

Bellante (1970) also found that adolescent girls are significantly 

more empathic than adolescent boys. Are women nore e111>athic than men? 

Research investigating this could have a major effect on the selection 

of potential counselor candidates, should it be found that this is true. 

One would also need to investigate the effect of training prograll'6 on 

the empathy levels of men and wonen. Possibly those individuals who 

are 1CM in efl1)athy can, with proper training, develop levels of e111>athic 

ability consistent with the level needed for effective counseling. 

Possibly the latter point itself should be investigated, thoug1 both 

Truax and Carkhuff have investigated the level of empathy needed to 

effect change. 

1 f college psychology students 
This study was conducted on a s amp e 0 

li d to this group of 
and therefore the results can only be genera ze 

resent levels of nAdl and 
students . The test scores measured only the P 
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empathy of th ese co 11 ege students. Th 

e re 1 ati onsh i P between the two 
variables, empathy and nAch, could have been . 

rrore appropn ately assessed 
by 00 taining pre- and posttest measur f 

es o counselor candidates in a 
graduate counseling program. 

Also, the scoring technique used for obt · · 
ain,ng the nAch scores 

miqht have been oore sensitive if an adaptation of r:-1 Cl 11 , . -
,c e and s ach, eve-

rren t imagery scoring (1953) with the ten sl.b-categories had been used. 

/Is it \'las, statements which were short and contained only one reference 

to a standard of achievement were scored the same as statements which 

~~ere long and contained many different references to achi eveirent since a 

statement was scored as either achievement-oriented or not achieveirent

oriented. The investigator found that the administration of these two 

tests took some of the students only b'lenty minutes to finish while two 

people who wrote long responses required fifty-five minutes to finish 

the tests. It is not known whether the aroount of tine taken correlated 

with scores on either of the tests. Future research might investigate 

the relationship between the length of one's response and that 

individual's need for achievement and empathic ability. 

Since the original question was precipitated by the effect graduate 

school had on an individual's empathy, it would have been better to 

conduct a longitudinal study, measuring the sample's nAch st0re and 

1. nt.o a graduate program and after empathy score before entrance -

completion of the program. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this study was to dete . 
rnnne the relationship between 

empathy and need for achievement ( nAch) Th 
. e s all1> 1 e cons is ted of 6 8 

undergraduate and graduate co 11 ege students 
1 

. 
enro led 1 n psychology 

courses who volunteered for this study. Th 
e correlation coefficient was 

-.001, which was not significant. 

The results of this study agreed with the fi d' 
n ings of Berl ew (1961) 

in that apparently an individual 1s nAch level, if it is high or low, is 

not related to his empathic ability. This study did not agree with his 

results which shewed that individuals who had moderate nAch had higher 

empathic ability than those individuals with high or 1()1 achievement 

needs. 

The near zero correlation between nAch and empathy would not 

support the previous studies (McClelland, 1953; Winterbottom, 1953; 

Chance & Meaders, 1960) which found independence to be an important 

variable of individuals hig, in nAch and those low in e~athy. This 

research also did not support conclusions drawn from previous researdi 

done on the helping individual (Sidman, 1968; Kleiner, 1970; Schwartz, 

et al, 1969) which slHMed that people high in empathy were 1()1 in nAch, 

• · ' f' tly hig,er in nor does it support the conclusion that subJects s,gn, ,can 

A . th (M lch'skey and Nittmer, 1970). n ch 11,ere necessarily lower 1n empa Y e 1 

• ·rtually no linear 
Based on th is s tud'J it would appear that there 1 s v, · 

rel ati onshi p between nAch and empathy• 
•. Soloroon, 1963; Vesprani' 1968; 

Si nee previous research (Bergen u 

d ne differences in 
Oi ance & ~ aders, 1960; Truax, 1970) presente so 
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opinion as to what personality characteristics correlate to e~athic 

~ility, further study is suggested to help detennine the personality 

characteristics of high and low empathizers. Present studies (Truax, 

1970 ; Chance & Meaders, 1960) particularly differ on the relationship 

of independence and swmissiveness to empathic ability. 

Bellante (1970) found a significant positive relationship between 

empathy and self-concept in 15 - 18 year olds. From these results one 

would conclude that one's self-concept must also decrease in couns·eling 

prograll'6 ; f, as Carkhuff (1969) has found, one's empathy level decreas-

Future research measuring one's self- concept level before and es. 

after a graduate counseling program should be conducted to test this 

hypothesis. 
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